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The Victorian Junior State Championships will take on an exciting new format in 2020! 

The Championships will be run over a two-and-a-half-day carnival program with Monday morning showcasing the best 
junior Victorian talent in a feature finals package.  This will also allow for improved scheduled medal presentations on 
Monday for select events and each other day. 

The new format will also eliminate the need to run ‘qualifiers’, with the aim of reducing the need for clubs, officials, 
families and athletes to attend qualifiers, as well as removing the pressure of completing qualifying events at particular 
carnivals. 

 

Event Details: 

A small number of the events will have restrictions imposed on them, where clubs will be limited in the number of 
competitors that can be entered into those events.  It will be at the club’s discretion who is entered (i.e. using carnival 
results, club championships etc.). 

The following events will have the following entry restrictions:  

Event  Restriction Number per Club per Age 

Group per Gender  

Notes  

Beach Sprint  5 Competitors  

In addition, the top 8 competitors in the 

final of the 2019 VJLC will be 

automatically entered as per recorded 

results (Applicable to U10-U13 only) 

 

Beach Run  Restriction  Clubs to nominate 2 competitors 
to start on the line, remaining 
competitors start behind  

Flags  No Restriction  2 competitors will be eliminated 

until quarter finals  
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Board Race  5 Competitors  

In addition, the top 8 competitors in the 

final of the 2019 VJLC will be 

automatically entered as per recorded 

results (Applicable to U10-U13 only)  

 

Surf Race  No Restriction    

Wade Race  No Restriction    

Iron  3 Competitors  

In addition, the top 8 competitors in the 

final of the 2019 VJLC will be 

automatically entered as per recorded 

results (Applicable to U12-U13 only) 

 

Board Rescue  2 Teams  No Composite Teams  

Belt and Reel  Restriction  No Composite Teams  

All other Team Events  No Restriction  As per Combined Club Junior 

Teams Policy  

• If a club does not fill their quota, their allocations will not be filled.  

• There may be the opportunity to ballot for available spots in an incomplete heat. This will be determined after 
close of entries and Team Managers will be advised of the process.  

• Where practical, team events will be run at the end of each program to allow for movement between age groups.  

• Monday will be set up with 2 areas and a viewing area for the pinnacle water events.    

• The March Past will be conducted in front of the viewing area prior to the water events starting on Monday 
morning.  

 

Rationale: 

For at least the last 5 years, the Aquatic Sport Executive (ASE) has been endeavouring to determine a fair and 
sustainable format to run the Victorian Junior Lifesaving Championships (VJLC).   

It has been determined that it is not possible to run an event without a degree of limitation of entries, such as 
restrictions or qualifying events.  Therefore, amendments need to be made to the current structure of the Victorian 
Junior Lifesaving Championships to ensure a safe carnival for all participants involved which includes the competitors, 
officials and water safety personnel.  

 

Background: 

Following key decisions made by the Aquatic Sport Executive (ASE) meeting, a briefing paper was sent out to all 
clubs for consideration.   

At the Aquatic Sports Council meeting on Monday, 20 May 2019, the Aquatic Sports Council (ASC) delegates voted in 
favour of the following recommendation from the Aquatic Sport Executive (ASE);  

• ASC moved that the 2020 Junior State Championships be a pilot of a three-day (Saturday, Sunday and half of 
Monday) program on the long weekend in March, as outlined in the 2020 Junior State Championship briefing 
paper – noting that the restricted entries will be reviewed.  

 

Restrictions were reviewed by the ASE and sent to Aquatic Sport Council Delegates (5 July 2019) to take back to their 
clubs for discussion and decide on whether the club would/would not endorse the proposal. 

• The proposal and entry restrictions were endorsed on 17 July 2020 and communicated to all delegates/presidents 
and secretaries. 


